The turbulence in the atmospheric boundary layer causes the sound propagation to take place in a random medium. The influence on the sound can be strong especially in acoustic shadow regions, which can be caused by refraction, ground attenuation or geometry, e.g. by a noise barrier. Here, situations with a noise barrier that is low in comparison with its distance to source and receiver are studied in two dimensions. Previous studies on turbulence effects have been made on the increased sound level in shadow regions as well as on the reduced coherence in line-of-sight situations and in shadow regions caused by refraction.
Introduction
The atmospheric turbulence affects the outdoor sound. Especially in sound shielding situations the turbulence may gain large influence. For flat geometries the effects of multiple scattering grows stronger. (A geometry is here seen as flat when the barrier, or another shielding object, is low in comparison to its distance to the source and to the receiver, so that the diffraction angle is small. Otherwise the geometry is seen as steep.) The modelling here is directed toward flat geometries and could be seen as a complement to models based on single-scattering approximations, which are better applicable to steep geometries, like scattering cross-section models.
In a previous paper analytical work was carried out on the sound level increase behind a barrier in a turbulent atmosphere [1] . In the present paper a similar approach is used for studying the coherence of the sound field behind the barrier. In both papers it is assumed that there is no influence of a ground surface, or that the source and receiver are placed on an acoustically hard ground. The coherence of the sound field is of interest when predicting the sound level behind a barrier for situations with multiple sound paths, since it determines the interference pattern and hence affects the sound pressure level. The results may be of interest to a variety of screening applications, e.g. predicting environmental noise levels, detecting objects, measuring sound radiation from objects, remote sensing of the atmosphere and beamforming applications in shielded situations. In general, for sound propagation over a barrier, such situations may occur for the cases of multiple sources radiating to a single receiver, a single source radiating to multiple receivers, i.e. a microphone array, and a single source radiating to a single receiver where one or both are located above a ground surface.
The first two situations, which are equivalent by reciprocity, are studied in the present paper in the absence of a ground surface whereas the third situation belongs to future work, which hopefully could take its starting point in the work presented here. In the present state, the approach shown here gives insight into the general behaviour of sound field coherence behind a shielding object in a random medium. In addition, the results may be of use for further development of prediction models applicable to shadow zones created by refraction as well as by diffraction.
Significant work has previously been devoted to the study of the increase in sound level due to turbulence for refractive shadows (e.g. [2, 3] ) and for screened areas (e.g. [4, 5, 6] ).
For line-of-sight propagation through a random medium above ground, the change in sound level and the reduced coherence has been extensively studied (e.g. [7, 8, 9] ). The coherence of sound field in shadow regions has attracted less interest. However, works by Havelock et al. [10, 11] have been carried out for situations involving upward refraction, mainly focussing on beamforming, and as one result it is concluded that the coherence is reduced compared to line-of-sight propagation. The effect of sound field coherence on the mean sound level at a receiver located above a ground surface in a shadow region created by a barrier has previously been touched upon in analytical approximations (e.g. [12] ) and indirectly treated in numerical work (e.g. [5] ).
The results presented here uses a previously developed substitute sources method as starting point [13] . The initial formulation of the method (equation 5), here referred to as the full method, involves a double integral and the numerical solution is computationally demanding; it could be used as a reference method but is too heavy for a fast engineering prediction tool, e.g. for traffic noise mapping. The final result presented here is an analytical solution (equation 19) . As an intermediate step an expression (equation 17), containing a single integral, is found, whose numerical implementation could be used as an engineering prediction tool, here referred to as the fast method. In comparison to the fast method, the analytical solution involves further approximations and has a smaller range of validity, but is helpful for the understanding and might be useful in some applications. Concerning the applicability to microphone arrays with phase shifted channels, the results down to and including the fast method (equation 17) , are relevant whereas the analytical solution (equation 19 ) is not applicable. In a previous work [1] , the same starting point was used as here, and the turbulence-caused sound pressure level increase behind a barrier was studied. A similar approach is taken here, with the main difference that the result presented here is more general; it reproduces the result for a single receiver in the limit of collocated receivers.
It could be noted that the full method can be applied to any barrier height [14] , whereas here, for reduced computation time, the Kirchhoff approximation is used, which makes it applicable to only flat geometries. For the cases without turbulence, the Kirchhoff approximation is found to give an error smaller than 1 dB for diffraction angles of about 12 • or smaller [13] . For a barrier in a flat geometry, the surface properties of the barrier are of comparably smaller importance than for a barrier in a steep geometry [15] . Therefore the solution for a thin screen presented here can be seen as an approximation for an arbitrary barrier, concerning shape and surface material, in a flat geometry.
It should however be pointed out that for a barrier that is placed on a ground surface, higher order diffraction terms will come into play if the barrier is low compared with the sound wavelength. This effect is not taken account of in the present paper, where no ground surface is modelled. The effect would give a lower limit to the barrier height, whereas the Kirchhoff approximation gives an upper limit. However, since the turbulence effects generally are of importance at higher frequencies, the results presented here are expected to have a useful range of validity in their further development to include a ground surface.
In the present paper only two-dimensional (2-D) propagation modelling is made. Previous studies indicate that 2-D modelling is sufficient for a variety of situations where the increased sound level behind a barrier due to turbulence is investigated [14] . The next Section describes the theory in brief; for further details the reader is referred to previous work [1] . In Section 3 numerical examples are shown and in Section 4 conclusions are drawn. In the Appendix the used turbulence models are described.
Theory
When the sound propagation through a random medium takes place along two or more different paths, the total sound pressure depends on the coherence of the sound pressures of the different paths. The multiple paths can be due to a ground surface that reflects the sound wave from the source, creating a direct and a ground reflected wave, or there could be multiple receiver positions from which the sound pressures are added, as relevant for microphone arrays (or, reciprocally, for multiple sources). Here, however, only cases without a ground surface are considered, i.e. multiple sources radiating to a single receiver or a single source radiating to multiple receivers. If the sound pressure from two paths, p = p 1 + p 2 , is taken as an example (see Figure 1) , the long term energy average, which is of interest here, can be written as
where * means the complex conjugate and ℜ{} means the real part. The total squared pressure average can thus be written as three terms: two energy terms (positive) and one cross term (positive or negative). If the cross term is non-zero, interference patterns in |p| 2 can be created, whereas in the limit of strong turbulence effect, the cross term tends to zero and interference patterns disappear. The cross-term may be described by a (complex-valued) coherence function
For line-of-sight situations it is common to assume that the energy terms are the same as for the corresponding non-turbulent condition, which can be motivated by an energy conservation argument and assuming homogeneous and isotropic turbulence as well as neglectable effects of air attenuation. However, for a shielded receiver position, a random medium can cause an increased acoustic energy on average, and the same energy conservation argument cannot be used. Hence, it is relevant to study the effect of a random medium on the energy terms as well as on the cross term of equation (1). An analytical formulation of the cross term may however serve as the general case since the energy terms can be found from the special case of collocated paths of p 1 and p 2 (i.e. with ρ = 0 in Figure 1 ).
Using the Kirchhoff approximation (valid for small diffraction angles) and a far-field approximation, the sound pressure behind a barrier, p H , in an otherwise free field can be written by using the Rayleigh integral in two dimensions, relative to free field, p free , as:
See Figure 2 for geometrical definitions and Ref. [1] for details on how to derive equation (3).
For two receivers equation (3) can be used together with a (real-valued) mutual coherence function (MCF), Γ, to formulate a cross-term coefficient for the case of a turbulent atmosphere. The MCF can be defined as
where p 1 and p 2 are the fluctuating pressure amplitudes in the turbulent atmosphere andp 1 andp 2 are the amplitudes in a free field without turbulence. The cross-term coefficient can then be written as
where
and where p free is taken at y = 0, i.e. at the horizontal line through the source and mid height between the two receivers.
(See Figure 2 . For other cases, a rotation transformation can be used to reach the case with y = 0 at mid height between the receivers, applicable to flat geometries.) Here, a known MCF can be used since we have line-of-sight propagation from the barrier to the receiver.
(Adaptation of an analytically known MCF to general cases with two source positions and/or two receiver positions are described in Ref. [16] for flat geometries.) It should be noted that the atmosphere is turbulent only for d > d S , where d is the horizontal range measured from the source, which means that there is turbulence only after the barrier.
The above equation (5) is solved numerically, referred to as the full method, whereby the integrations can be seen as a double sum of contributions from discrete sources. That is to say, it is here assumed that the total coherence (between p 1 and p 2 ) can in general be written as a sum of coherences between partial sources, an assumption here referred to as the substitute-sources assumption.
For the further analysis, a rewritten form of the MCF is used [16] , as
where γ is the extinction coefficient for the sound field in the turbulent atmosphere (see equation 24 in Appendix) and wherebyΓ becomes a function decaying toward zero for increasing ρ (sinceΓ = (Γ − e −2γx )/(1 − e −2γx ) and Γ tends to e −2γx ). For turbulence only behind the barrier, the range x of propagation through turbulence should strictly be set to d R , as is done here. However, x could in engineering applications be approximated as the total distance,
which is a reasonable approximation since the error can be supposed to be small when relating to the real case of interest, with turbulence all the way from the source to the receiver. Using equation (6) in (5) gives
The first term can be identified as an integration for a non-turbulent condition, denoted C 0 H,rel ,
i.e.
If the integration domain above (i.e. y 1 , y 2 ǫ (H, ∞)) is extended to infinity (i.e. y 1 , y 2 ǫ (−∞, ∞)), the result for an unobstructed terrain should be retained according to the substitute-sources assumption described above, i.e.
with Γ 0 12 the known coherence function for two receivers separated a distance ρ in a free space containing turbulence. (It could be noted that, for a single receiver position, i.e. ρ = 0
in Figure 1 , we have Γ = 1 and then the substitute-sources assumption can be motivated by energy conservation, see Ref. [1] .) The substitute-sources assumption can be taken advantage of to change the integration domain by writing
and
where the substitution y 1 + y 2 = 2u, y 1 − y 2 = v is used together with the consequence of the integrand, ΓD, being Hermitian (symmetric real part and anti-symmetric imaginary part). In Figure 3 the two integration domains of the right hand side of equation (11) are denoted as W H and W C , respectively (see also Ref. [1] ). One then solves for the first term of the right hand side of equation (11), corresponding to W H in Figure 3 . By in this way using equation (11) in the last term of equation (7), with Γ replaced byΓ and, analogously, Γ 0 12 replaced bŷ Γ 0 12 , one can write
For a flat geometry the dependence of Γ(u, v) on u is weak and Γ(u, v) can be approximated as a function of v only, i.e.Γ(u, v) ≈Γ(v). This is used to simplify the above expression and movingΓ(v) outside the integral with respect to u, which then is written out as
In order to analytically solve the integral with respect to u, it is further assumed that the integral in equation (13) is dominated by contributions from low positions, i.e.
The argument of the cos-function, i.e. the phase difference, can then be approximated using
In the denominator of the integrand approximations are used according to
Applying the above approximations (14, 15) to equation (13) gives
Using the above result, equation (12) In order to reach an analytical solution of the problem, the above equation is further simplified. To do this, strong turbulence effects are assumed, i.e. thatΓ goes to zero fast enough to make the integrand in equation (17) contribute only for small arguments of the sin-function, and an approximation as sin(x) ≈ x is used, assuming |x| ≪ 2π. In addition, an approximating function is used forΓ. In the limit of small screen heights, the effect of turbulence is assumed to be dominated by the larger scales. This is due to that the larger scales scatter in directions more near forward, which can be seen from a Bragg scattering analogy (e.g. [12] ). For the largest scales the von Kármán turbulence model is well approximated by the Gaussian one as it is used here, and hence the Gaussian model could be used here to find an approximation for near-zero screen heights and strong turbulence scattering. (17) is replaced by an approximation of equation 
For this approximation,Γ(v) in equation
.) The strong-turbulence approximation is based on the assumption that 2γx ≈ 1 or larger [17] . For the transversally separated receiver positions used here, it can be shown that exp −αv 2 can be replaced by exp −α(v 2 + ρv + ρ 2 ) , where ρ is the separation distance of the receivers.
Using the two approximations above, i.e. sin(x) ≈ x andΓ ≈ exp −α(v 2 + ρv + ρ 2 ) , equation (17) 
The integral in the above equation can be solved analytically to give the final expression as
where erf(·) is the error function, erf(x) = 2 √ π x 0 exp(−t 2 )dt (see e.g. [18] ). To repeat, the link between equations (19) and (1) and p 2 = p 2H , i.e. for a screen height H, and where p free is evaluated at the midpoint between the two receivers. Here, it could be pointed out that for ρ = 0 we retain the solution for the increase due to turbulence for a single receiver (as previously reported in Ref. [1] ):
In the above analytical solution (equation 19) , the first term corresponds to the coherent field and the second term to the incoherent field. It can be seen that the incoherent part increases with the extinction coefficient, γ, as expected. This can also be seen in the formulation of the fast method. As also expected, an increased separation, ρ, causes a reduced coherence, which can be shown from equation (19) for small values of ρ. Furthermore, and of larger current interest, it can be seen that the coherence is reduced if the screen height, H, is increased.
Concerning the range of applicability of the analytical solution (equation 19) , the inequality |x| ≪ 2π used for sin(x) ≈ x in equation (17) 
Calculated examples
In the calculated examples, first the substitute-sources assumption is checked numerically, i.e. equation (10) . For this, a MCF is used according to equation (23) should be noted that scaling laws can be used, whereby this and the following calculated examples can be seen to cover also other cases, e.g. another total range [1] .
Next are shown some examples of the absolute value of the coherence, as defined in equation (2), for different screen heights, H (see Figure 5 ). It can be seen that the coherence is reduced the higher the barrier is. Hence, the turbulence has a stronger coherence reducing effect for screened cases than for unscreened cases, similarly to previous results for upward refraction [10] . A similar result is shown in Figure 6 , where the absolute value of the coherence is instead plotted as a function of frequency for a fixed receiver separation distance of it is expected to be valid. In Figure 13 the limiting condition 0.1v 2 F /v c attains its lowest value (1.2 m), whereby the error of the analytical solution is larger than for the other cases.
Conclusions
Modelling is made here to study the influence of atmospheric turbulence on the sound field coherence in the shadow region behind a noise barrier. The modelling is made for a situation without a ground surface and for a flat geometry, i.e. for a barrier that is low in comparison with its distance to the source and to the receiver. For flat geometries the influence of multiple scattering grows in importance, whereby the modelling made here can be seen as complementing single-scattering modelling. The analysis is based on an assumption that the total coherence can be described as a sum of coherences of partial sources. The validity of this substitute-sources assumption is supported by the numerical results.
Three different models are presented. Two of them are suitable to numerical solution and the final one is an analytical solution. The computationally less expensive of the numerical models showed good overall agreement with the more exact model and may be useful in engineering applications like mapping of community noise. The applicability of the analytical solution was shown to be in accordance with the theoretically derived limits, which is for cases of low screen heights and with strong turbulence influence, i.e. a small correlation radius compared with the size of the first Fresnel zone.
It can be concluded from both the analytical and the numerical results that the coherence drops with increasing barrier height. Hence, the turbulence has a stronger coherence reducing effect for screened cases than for unscreened cases, similarly to what has been shown previously for upward refraction. Concerning further work, the approach used here seems promising and a natural following step is the inclusion of a ground surface.
The mutual coherence function (MCF) will in general depend on the choice of turbulence model, its parameter values, the transversal separation, v, the distance of propagation, x, and the sound frequency, f . Here, the starting point is the von Kármán turbulence model with MCF for spherical wave propagation as
where γ T and γ v are the extinction coefficients of the mean field due to temperature and velocity fluctuations, respectively; K 0 = 2π/L 0 , where L 0 is taken as the outer scale of turbulence; Γ(5/6) ≈ 1.13 is the gamma function; and K 5/6 and K 1/6 are modified Bessel functions of the second kind. The total extinction coefficient can be written
where A ≈ 0.0330, T 0 is the mean temperature, c 0 is the mean sound speed, and C 2 T and C 2 v are the structure parameters describing the strengths of temperature and velocity fluctuations, respectively. For the above formulation of Γ vK Ref. [19] was used.
To the von Kármán model, the Gaussian model can be connected in a way described in
Ref. [19] . It is then assumed that the integral length scales are the same for the normalized longitudinal correlation functions of the velocity fluctuations, and that the same is true for the temperature fluctuations. It is also assumed that the variances of the turbulent fields are the same. The resulting MCF for the Gaussian model can then be written
where Φ(v/l) = 
